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Panasonic lumix dcm fz7

Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ7 tests digital camera by Howard Creech - 3/20/2006 Prosumer Digital Cameras enters a gray area at some point between consumers and digital cameras shooting and the input level of DSLR cameras. Typically, digital cameras pro glasses provide handles with a wider range of
exposure options and more participation in the shooting process than the standard P&amp;s models. Many digital cameras prosumer provides manual exposure ability, expanded on camera Image Adjustment Options, high resolution, super fast AF, near actual fire shutter time, and sample zoom. Despite
the lack of consensus on exactly what features a digital prosumer camera, they have become increasingly popular in recent years. Panasonic FZ7 recently launched the poster child for this kind of improved digital cameras. (see large image) The Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ7 is an evolution more than a
revolutionary update last year is very popular FZ5. Panasonic's people develop FZ7-shaped product to include many of the design enhancements/features requested by users (larger LCD screen, faster response, more powerful flash, improved video mode, and manual focus ability), while preserving all
the best features of the FZ5. Unlike many updated high-tech products, the FZ7 really improves its predecessor (already a lower price). Nuts &amp; Bolts Visor/LCD Digicams Zoom Long are universally equipped with electronic viewers (EVFs) because it is not economically feasible for the manufacture of
an optical zoom viewer to match an 8X, 10X or 12X zoom. Many veteran photographers don't like EVFs because even the best electronic viewers can't compete (in terms of clarity and resolution) with an optical searcher. The important thing about EVFs is that they provide TTL (Through the Lens)
composition (no paralage error) just like SLR cameras, plus they display 100% of the photo box (P&amp;s optical search engines generally only show 85 percent) and have access to screens and menus the same information as the LCD screen. The FZ7 regains the tunnel-style connected (approach)
(0.33 inch color LCD monitor with an enlargement eyepiece) EVF originally used in the FZ5. The images are bright, bright colors, correct and liquid. There is a diopter correction setting for those wearing glasses. Large 2.5 FZ7 (114,000 pixels) LCD screen is a little gray (FZ7 LCD screen actually has a
lower resolution than the FZ5's smaller LCD screen), but the images bright, bright, correct and liquid color. Brightness LCD screen can be customized and there is a real time (live) histogram display (a graphical representation of the image frame which triggers areas of higher/lower exposure – something
like a system found in the digital light meter) before shutter adjustment exposure. An AF aid sums help focus on low/dull lighting. (see large image) Zoom Lens One of the biggest selling points in Panasonic FZ's line of digital cameras is its Leica (not Leitz) lenses. Leica has made legendary cameras and
optics world class for over eighty years. F2.8-f3.3/6-72mm The FZ7 (36-432mm equivalent in 35mm) Leica DC Vario-Elmarit glass (36-432mm equivalent in 35mm) Leica DC Vario-Elmarit glass ( 11 elements in 8 groups with 3 aspheric elements) optical zoom look very similar to used in 12X flagship zoom
flagship Pasonic FZ30. This goal is a winner. The angles are much sharper than average (although some angle weakness is inevitable in an optics of this complex) and I do not see any claim (dark angles), which has absolutely incredible optical performance for a moderate 12X wide angle to a long zoom
telephoto lens. The contrast and color are also very good, but there are some noticeable barrel distortions on the wide-angle side of the zoom and some distortions of images visible at the telephoto end of the series. Even more surprising is how well chromatic horror is controlled. A very slight violet stripe
is sometimes visible on the sides of very bright and very dark image elements. Minimum focus distance (in Macro mode) is just under two inches (5 cm) on the wide angle side of the zoom. Veteran photographers and baskit vessels that do not like the switch rockerskag controls will love the additional
control that zooms through the FZ7 manual, which works just like manual zooming rings on a 35mm zoom length format or medium. FZ7 users can store 52mm filters (with parasol adapter included) or 55mm accessories and help lenses (with optional conversion lens adapter). Panasonic includes a very
good clip-on lens cap and a very useful (flower style) sunscreen. For shooters that do not like digital zoom, the FZ7 provides a unique way to get a zoom range without obtaining the typical gray appearance of zoomed digital images. Panasonic calls this extensive optical zoom (EOZ) function. When the
EOZ FZ7 is activated, it uses a smaller area of the CCD sensor, creating a narrow viewing angle, which zooms 12X, the FZ7 grows magically to an optical 17.6X (but at lower resolution). The end result is essentially the same, not expand the center of the image frame (causing image deterioration) so
while the maximum resolution is reduced, the image is quality. (see median image) (see large image) The resolution is very strong, the colors are accurate, and the contrast is very good – background the note in the snow Panasonic Image Stabilization (IS) Panasonic (with the help of Leica optical
engineers) develops a single turn-sensor based on the optical image stabilization system that works by moving the internal elements of the lens to compensate for camera The FZ7 IS system up to 3 apertures slower than would be possible without image stabilization. For example, if the 1/500th shutter
speed of a second is necessary to shake the effects of camera (without image stabilization), the FZ7 can capture a sharp image of the same case (everything else remains the same) at 1/60th of a second – which is a huge advantage for photographers who like to shoot the action/sport/game and low-light
themes. FZ7 Image Stabilization has two modes – In continuous mode 1 (IS) it can be the LCD screen used during exposure, but this option uses batteries as the space commute uses fuel up to rockets. SE can also participate just before exposure (mode 2), which is just as effective and uses much less
battery power. Does the FZ7 work the system? Yes, but image stabilization cannot perform miracles. Panasonic's Mega EIA system can counteract minor movement/camera movement, but it will not neutralize sharp or violent camera changes or reduce vague images caused by moving objects or quick
panning. FZ7 users also have the option to turn on off. Potential buyers should keep in mind that use is the battery life is greatly shortened and consider the cost of a backup battery. Auto Focus (AF) Contrast Detection-FZ7 Autofocus System provides users with numerous AF - 9 OFF points, 3 AF high
point speed, 1 high speed OFF point, 1 OFF point high speed, 1 OFF standard OFF point and point-in-time AF options. AF is consistently smooth, fast and accurate, even in normal speed modes. AF is time effectively really in high speed modes. The LCD screen is black printed (briefly) when the locker
burns in high-speed AF modes, but it shouldn't be a problem for most users. AF is pretty accurate, but they tend to block from time to time higher contrast objects in the background when shooting subjects in the foreground under contrast. Hand focus (MF) In FZ7, joystick manual focus mode is used to
adjust the focus distance, a cumble and inaccurate process that actually discourages users from using manual focus. It would have been very good if Panasonic found the elegant MF lens ring on Panasonic FZ30's flagship. In MF, the center of the image frame is enlarged, to help focus. Flash The built-in
FZ7 flash pop-up offers a relatively standard range of flash options including: Automatic, Red Eye Reduction, Slow Sync, Fill, and Off. The FZ7 also offers flash compensation (+/-2 EV on 1/3 EV) for flashpower can be balanced for amended light. Panasonic claims that the flash series is about 20 feet (6
meters), but (depending on my limited use) that statement looks a little optimistic unless there is plenty of light (or a very light-colored background). Memory The FZ7 saves the images to SD/MMC media memory (16MB a prescribed card is included). SD cards are available in capabilities up to 2 GB.
Image file formats The FZ7 supports JPEG and TIFF image formats. USB 2.0 connectivity (not 2.0 high speed), A/V, and DC in Power The FZ7 use the same CGR-S006E lithium-ion rechargeable battery as the top Panasonic FZ30 line. Power management is very good, but Panasonic's claim of 320
exposure (full-time LCD) is almost certain based on a test ccenario. FZ7 Image Stabilization is very efficient, but it is (especially in continuous mode) consumes large amounts of juice. In real terms, the battery life of the FZ7 is on average. This means that a CGR-S006E lithium-ion will be rechargeable
battery backup for most users. Panasonic camera batteries are generally only available in photography stores (which sell Panasonic cameras) or high volume electronics online traders. The included charger requires about 120 minutes in the FZ7 turns juice battery at full power. EXPOSURE The

Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ7 offers the kind of useful range of exposure options you would expect from a prosumer digital camera. Auto, AE program, opening priority, speed priority and a complete tutorial. In automatic mode, the camera adjusts all exposure parameters. In Program AE mode the FZ7
selects the amature and shutter speed, but the user is free to choose most other exposure parameters. Users can also choose one of the scene modes 14 FZ7 – Portrait, Soft Skin, Stage, Night Portrait, NightScape, Panoramic Shot, Food, Party, Candlelight, Fireworks, Starry Sky (such as Light Bulb
Mode), Baby 1&amp;2, Snow, High Sensitivity (standard is ISO 800 or ISO 1600 sensitivity settings) and the camera automatically optimizes all exposure parameters for the specific type of the scene In aperture priority mode chooses handles the lens cultivator and the FZ7 chooses the appropriate shutter
speed. In Shutter users, select the shutter speed priority mode and the FZ7 selects the appropriate aperture. In manual mode, a complete control has been used and all exposure parameters have been selected. Movie mode The FZ7 mode of the video captures movie at 640x480 (or 848x480) at 30 fps
with mono audio. Movie life is limited only by the capacity of the installed SD card. Unlike most FZ7 digital zoom cameras can be used during shooting (manual zoom ring does not generate any engine noise). SE can also be activated during video capture. Measuring The intelligent default FZ7 is multisegment light measuring system divides the image frame into segments and then evaluates the brightness and contrast in each of those individual segments to determine optimal exposure. More advanced users choose location or center weighted meholding modes for greater control in difficult lighting.
Stain mode allows users to align the center of the frame with the main composition element (such as the eyes of a portrait) and the bias of exposure in the very small area and then compile again. Center-weighted measuring is useful for recreating the retro appearance of classic landscapes and portraits
or ensuring that the exposure is seen on subjects in the middle part of the plot. White Balance (WB) White Balance System The FZ7 provides automatic TTL and previous sets for daylight, cloudy, halogen, flash, and Set White 1&amp;2 (most camera manufacturers call this personal or manual WB mode)
that allow handles to use a white or gray card (or a roof or white wall) to set up WB. FZ7 white balance compensation feature allows users to nuance bias to the coldest (blue) or hottest (red) colors in+/-10 incremental steps. Sensitivity The FZ7 provides settings for Auto TTL and the user chooseS ISO
(equivalent in 35 mm) values of 80, 100, 200 and 400 (in addition to ISO 800 and ISO 1600 in high sensitivity scene mode). The sensitivity FZ7 options are not as wide as a digital camera prosumer this complex should provide. ISO 80 100 and ISO institutions are so close that there is no distinct difference
between the two (which would have been nice if the FZ7 had a low range level of ISO 50 or ISO 64 ISO instead of 80). Inside the Camera Image Customization Within the camera image customization options are often overlooked by digital camera buyers, but experienced users know that they have a very
important tool to overcome minor exposure issues. The FZ7 offers handles with a very useful variety of pinch exposure designed to help demanding photographers achieve exactly the look they want. The FZ7 exposure compensation mode enables users to subtly change exposure parameters. Many light
or very dark themes can try light measurement systems in undercover or exposure images. The base FZ7 exposure can be turned into a wide 4 EV (+/-2 EV) at 1/3 EV to compensate for difficult lighting and subject/reflection background/non-reflection problems or to compensate for environmental
exposure variables. Minor differences in exposure can affect the overall and dramatic tone called an image. FZ7 users can make sure they will be very close to the perfect exposure with the automatic function of the fork camera. FZ7 3 capture exposure in quick order (with a shutter button press) varying
exposure between the three+/-1EV images in 1/3 EV increments. Other settings include – Saturation (low, normal and high), Contrast (low, normal, high), Sharpness (Low, Normal, High), and Noise Reduction (low, normal, high). Native color can also be manipulated by color effect mode (Off, cool, warm,
black and white or sepia). FZ7 users can also choose the aspect ratio (4:3, 3:2 or 16:9). CONTROLS, Design, Engineering, and ERGONOMICS The FZ7 has a senseless industro technology appearance organ. It is handled as a super compact SLR camera and looks more than enough durable
(polycarbonate on metal alloy structure) for most non-professional uses. The ergonomic handle is pleasant to touch and provides a pleasant balance point for heavy zoom. The controls are logically positioned and easily achieved by hand (although controlling the small plume joystick will take a practice).
Menus (the FZ7 offers a simple mode and standard menus) are easy to understand and navigate. This camera is clearly designed by photographers, for photographers. Experienced digital camera users should be able to use the camera as well as take it out of the box – neophytes, technophobes and
digiver first counters you will no longer need more than one short hand about familiarity with the camera and a brief analysis of the owner's tutorial before they can start shooting. The FZ7, unlike some other prosumer digital cameras, Put very little forgive in the path of photographer Technical
Specifications Resolution: 6 megapixels (2816 x 2112) Viewers: EVF (electronic viewer) and 2.5 color LCD Lens: f2.8-f3.3 /6-72mm Leica DC Vario-Elmarit Glass (11 elements in 8 groups with 3 aspheric elements) IF optical zoom Auto Focus: 9/3/1 down point with contrast detection Exposure modes:
Automatic, Manual, Scene modes, shutter priority, main life priority and full manual modes. Flash: Built-in Multi-hot shoe mode: Non-Competition: Multi-Segment Evaluation, Center Weighted and Place Exposure Compensation: Yes+ /-2EV in 1/3EV Increments Image Formats: JPEG and TIFF Sensitivity:
TTL Auto, 80, 100, 200, 400 and equivalent ISO White Balance: automatic TTL and blueprint sets for daylight, cloudy, halogen, flash, and Set White 1&amp;2 (manual) Image storage: SD card/MMC connection: USB 2.0, A/V, and DC Power: Panasonic CGR-S006E Lithium-ion Rechargeable Street Price
Range: $339.00 - $399.00 Included 16MB Card SD, CGR-S006E rechargeable lithium-ion, battery charger, Sunshade (w/adapter), lenspet, shoulder tape, USB and A/V cables, CD-ROM software, user printed manual Optional Wide Angle, telephoto lens, and close up aid lenses, AC-DC adapter, filters
and soft case PERFORMANCE quality The quality of the FZ7 image is very good , but the image noise is slightly higher than average. Less noise is visible in shaded areas, even in automatic ISO adjustment. Noise is well controlled at ISO 80 and 100 (there is no distinct difference between ISO 80 and
ISO 100 settings), but a little unpleasant to ISO 200. Noise is unacceptably high in ISO 400. Chroma Noise (fading) is visible in high contrast areas. The images are sharp and contrasted with very good color and detailworthy Shadow/Lighting. Very small chromatic aberration (purple edges) are visible in
high contrast areas color transition on the wide end of the Leica zoom, but effectively invisible at the telephoto end of the series. For users who are enlarged glass going to press up to 8x10 and use only images taken with ISO 80 or ISO 100 (with noise reduction set to high) the prints should be pretty
good. Larger enlargements of 8X10 are likely to show image noise (at least in shaded areas) and lower chroma/pattern noise (fading) in bright/high contrast areas. (see median image) (see image ) This retro resale shop was a perfect color test native to the FZ7 (how do the FZ7 color) - all colors are
bright, bold color, accurate and slightly oversaturated. Weather/Shutter Laughs The FZ7 is very fast, easy to get one of the fastest digital prosumer cameras around. Booting to FZ7 cycle (about 2 seconds) is much faster than average. The shutter delay is real-time and essentially laughing AF (with prefocus) is actually non-existence. From zero FA is 0.25-0.50 seconds. Writing charts is significantly faster than the average and shot at shooting times (1.0 to 1.5 seconds for JPEG and TIFF files of 3.0-4.0 seconds) is noticeably better than average. Overall, the FZ7 is fast enough to compete very well with
almost everything up to (and including) dSLR input level. (see median image) (see large image) This motorcyclist, caught in medium leap, shows AF very quickly the FZ7 and close to real time shutter fire. Note chromatic noise (fading) in the cloud contrast area (upper left corner) above the cyclist. Minor
chromatic absence (press sides) is also visible some concerns my biggest concern with the FZ7 is the above average noise level, especially in ISO 200 and ISO 400. In addition, there is no shortcut method to remove the pictures immediately after they have been taken. Conclusion For digital camera
image quality that many buyers are the most important consideration in their purchase decision. But exactly what image quality contetudes will always be relative and subjective. I had a favorite print 11x14 Cibachrome, made (in 1988) of an Agfachrome RS100 35mm slide. That impression is sharp as a
stud, all colors are accurate and absolutely neutral color, no image noise, no fading, no fading (after almost 20 years), and no purple halo. Some potential buyers can remove the FZ7 from their considerations, due to its slightly above average noise levels and it is very bad. Most buyers use their digital
camera images for 4x6 copies, online, photo albums, an off and up to 8x10 enlargement and for sharing (by email) with friends/family. The FZ7 excels in all applications. This camera comes temptingly close to the mythical digital camera ideal for advanced users. With very little in the way of true
competition, the FZ7 can provide the best digital camera prosumer option (based on features/capabilities/price vs performance and at this point in time) for serious photographers and advanced shooters Photography is not only a science – it's also an art, so it's important not to squeeze on statistics and
specifications. Noise, blocking and press sides are (to a greater or lesser extent) present in all digital images and the only practical way to reliably (and completely) avoid these frustrating electronic anomalities is to film. Advantages: SLR style body, 12X Leica zoom, image stabilization, 2.5 LCD screen,
manual controls, excellent image quality Disadvantage: noisy images, small chromatic disorder, LCD screen is granulated granulated granulated
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